PLEASE NOTE:
It is very important to pay close attention to starting this unit properly to avoid breakage and downtime. Follow ARROW instructions on machine and DIAL on the side of the machine. Minimum setting for Carpet and Maximum setting for Hard Floors.

DAILY MAINTENANCE:
It is imperative to spend 10 minutes at the end of the day to clean this machine. If not, and the machine develops a build-up of hardened dirt and debris, you can expect failure or expensive repairs.

1. Wipe down unit and wheels. Pay particular attention to keeping the undercarriage and brushes clean, clear of heavy lint and other dirt debris.
2. Flush tanks with clean fresh water to eliminate soap and hard-water scale build-up, causing plugged water jets.
Rotowash Cleaning Instructions

- Make sure machine is switched off and unplugged from the power outlet.
- Holding waste water tray from rear, lift slightly, pull back and empty, do not touch stripper blade.

![Stripper Blade]

- Turn back brush towards you to rotate drum - wipe drum.
- Remove back brush by pushing axle on one side, and pulling out the other

![Axle]

- Remove brush
- Wipe inside the machine
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• Wash brush, then place on brush guides.

• Replace axle from the side with the cable, rotate, push in until centralized.

• At front of machine, remove clean tray or pump, wipe underneath, set aside.

• Remove front brush, clean and replace as above.
• Replace clean tray/pump.